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Introduction to American Government
University of California, Santa Barbara 

Contact Information

Instructor: Caleb R. Miller Email: Caleb.R.Miller@gmail.com

Course Time: X Office Hours: X

Course Location: X Office Location: Ellison 2813

Course Description

This course seeks to introduce undergraduates to contemporary research in American 
politics, specifically by providing an overview the mechanics of political practice and the 
issues which may trouble those practices. Students will become familiar not only with 
the Constitution and the three branches of government, but also how political parties, 
interest groups, and the media work to influence the policy-making process. Ultimately, 
students will be able to think analytically and critically about both American politics and 
the study of American government, attentive to factors which influence political 
participation, the growing consequences of ideological polarization, and the political 
causes and consequences of growing economic inequality. 

Students should expect heavy reading loads throughout the term, sometimes bordering 
on 60-70 pages. As always, students are also encouraged to read actively, underlining/
highlighting the text, writing marginal notes, and keeping a separate set of reading 
notes. To succeed, students must attend all lectures and sections.

Additionally, students are asked to download the free Socrative Student app for their 
laptop, tablet, or phone for use in class. This software allows students to easily 
complete quizzes posed at the start of class and will be used for attendance purposes. 
If students are unable to use this app, paper copies of the quiz will be made available.

Course Objectives

• Critically engage with major works within the American Politics literature
• Cogently discuss the arguments and ideas appropriate to these works
• Write tightly argued, short essays that address major issues within American Politics

Required Texts

• Benjamin Ginsberg et al. — We The People (Norton)
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• Carole Berkin — A Brilliant Solution (Harcourt)
• Kay Schlozman et al. — The Unheavenly Chorus: Unequal Political Voice and the 

Broken Promise of American Democracy (Princeton)
• Thomas Mann and Norman Ornstein — It’s Even Worse than It Looks (Basic Books)
• Jacob Hacker and Paul Pierson — Winner-Take-All Politics (Simon and Schuster)
• Paul Pierson and Theda Skocpol — The Transformation of American Politics 

(Princeton)
• Marc Hetherington and Jonathan Weiler — Authoritarianism and Polarization in 

American Politics (Cambridge)
• Robert Putnam — Bowling Alone (Simon and Schuster)

All other readings will made available on Gauchospace.  

Assignments and Grading

20% In-Class Quizzes

5% Reading Questions

20% Paper 1

25% Paper 2

30% Paper 3

In-Class Quizzes: At the beginning of each lecture, students will be given a few minutes 
to respond to a series of multiple choice questions related to the day's reading using the 
Socrative app. Students with excused absences may make up missed quizzes within 
one week during office hours; students with unexcused absences will receive a zero on 
that day's quiz. At the end of the quarter, the quiz scores will be curved according to the 
highest scoring student. 

Reading Questions: Three times over the course of the term, students will be asked to 
submit one technical (i.e., what does the author mean by X?) and one discussion 
question (i.e., what do we think about the author’s argument or idea?) to the 
Gauchospace page. This schedule will be determined the first day of class. 

Papers: Three 4 page (maximum) double-spaced papers, 1" margins, addressing issues 
in American Politics. These papers will be used to assess the students' ability to make 
strong, concise, conceptual arguments through reference to the text. Paper topics will 
be made available roughly one and a half weeks in advance of due date. Chicago style 
citations (as endnotes), title page, and works cited page are required. Papers will be 
graded according to a rubric found on the course Gauchospace page; students are 
asked to attach a rubric to each paper they turn in.
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Additionally, students are strongly encouraged to meet with a writing lab fellow prior to 
turning in their first papers. Appointments can be made through the MyCLAS system or 
at the CLAS office, SRB 3210.

Finally, plagiarism is a serious offense and will be treated as such. If any students are 
caught plagiarizing, the case will be turned over to the Office of Judicial Affairs. Any 
student unclear about what may constitute plagiarism can turn to the Student's Guide to 
Academic Integrity on the Judicial Affairs website.

Course Schedule

Week 1 - The Founding
• Thomas Paine — Common Sense
• “The Declaration of Independence”
• Benjamin Ginsberg et al. — We the People (Ch. 2-3)
• Carole Berkin — A Brilliant Solution (Ch. 1, 3-5, & 8)
• Federalist #10
• Federalist #51

Week 2 - Democratic Ideals and Practice
• Robert Dahl — “What Political Institutions Does Large-scale Democracy Require?”
• Kay Schlozman et al. — The Unheavenly Chorus (Ch. 1)
• Lisa Disch — “Democratic Representation and the Constituency Paradox”
• Benjamin Ginsberg et al. — We the People (Ch. 7)

Week 3 - Congress
• Benjamin Ginsberg et al. — We the People (Ch. 9)
• Thomas Mann and Norman Ornstein — It’s Even Worse than It Looks
• Martin Gilens — “Inequality and Democratic Responsiveness”

Week 4 - The Presidency
• Benjamin Ginsberg et al. — We the People (Ch. 10)
• Jeffrey K. Tulis — “Two Constitutional Presidencies”
• Paul J. Quirk — “Presidential Competence”
• Bruce Miroff — “The Presidential Spectacle”
• Stephen Skowronek — “Presidential Leadership in Political Time”

FIRST PAPER DUE IN CLASS

Week 5 - The Judiciary
• Benjamin Ginsberg et al. — We the People (Ch. 12)
• Robert McCloskey — “The Genesis and Nature of Judicial Power,” “Civil Liberties, Civil 

Rights, and the Supreme Court,” & “The Court of Today and the Lessons of History”

Week 6 - Public Opinion and Participation
• Benjamin Ginsberg et al. — We the People (Ch. 5)
• James Druckman et al. — “How Elite Polarization Affects Public Opinion Formation”
• Kay Schlozman et al. — The Unheavenly Chorus (Ch. 2-9)
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Week 7 - Mass Media
• Benjamin Ginsberg et al. — We the People (Ch. 6)
• Shanto Iyengar — Is Anyone Responsible? How Television Frames Political Issues (Intro, Ch. 

1-3, Conclusion)
• Diana Mutz — “Effects of ‘In Your Face” Television Discourse on Perceptions of a Legitimate 

Opposition”
• Markus Prior — “News vs. Entertainment: How Increasing Media Choice Widens the Gaps in 

Political Knowledge and Turnout”
SECOND PAPER DUE IN CLASS

Week 8 - Interest Groups
• Benjamin Ginsberg et al. — We the People (Ch. 8)
• Jacob Hacker and Paul Pierson — Winner-Take-All Politics
• Kay Schlozman et al. — The Unheavenly Chorus (Ch. 10-14)
• Martin Gilens and Benjamin Page — “Testing Theories of American Politics: Elites, Interest 

Groups, and Average Citizens”

Week 9 - Political Change
• Benjamin Ginsberg — We the People (Ch. 13)
• Paul Pierson and Theda Skocpol — The Transformation of American Politics (Ch. 1-3, 7)
• Frank Baumgartner and Bryan D. Jones — “Positive and Negative Feedback in Politics”

Week 10 - The Future of American Politics
• Robert Putnam — Bowling Alone (Sec. II)
• Marc Hetherington and Jonathan Weiler — Authoritarianism and Polarization in American 

Politics (Ch. 3-5, 10)

Week 11
THIRD PAPER DUE AT 4pm TO PROF. MAILBOX

Other Services

Campus Learning Assistance Service (CLAS): helps students increase their mastery of 
course material through course-specific tutoring and academic skills development, 
including a Writing Lab. Visit their website: www.clas.ucsb.edu. Sign up for services at 
their website or main office, Student Resource Building, Room 3210, Monday- Friday 
9am to 5 pm. 805.893.3269 
 
Counseling & Career Services: offers counseling for personal & career concerns, self-
help information and connections to off-campus mental health resources. 805.893.4411 
 
Student Health Social Services: provides a range of services to help students identify 
and overcome obstacles to academic performance stemming from financial, medical, 
emotional, social, or family situations. 805.893.3380 

Disabled Students Program (DSP): provides academic support services to eligible 
students with temporary and permanent disabilities. Please inform the professor if you 
require special classroom accommodations due to a disability. You must register with 
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DSP prior to receiving these accommodations, and you must re-register each quarter. 
805.893.2668


